Spiral Cone-beam CT — Successes with Spiral Scans
X-ray computed tomography (CT) is
instrumental in medicine, industry and
homeland security, which depicts internal structures of an object from its
shadows projected in a fan-beam or
cone-beam from an x-ray source along
a appropriate trajectory. We published the first paper on spiral conebeam CT in 1991 to solve the long
object problem. Now, spiral conebeam scanning has been widely used
in modern CT scanners, in which conebeam rotation and table translation are
simultaneously performed, and spiral
cone-beam CT remains a major area in
CT research and development.
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To solve the long-object problem, a first level of improvement with respect to the 2D FBP algorithms
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Many advances in CB reconstruction have been made recently thanks to the quest for an attractive
reconstruction method in helical CB tomography.
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